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With trafﬁc demands continuing to increase rapidly, wave-
length-division multiplexing (WDM) has emerged as an attrac-
tive solution for increasing capacity in optical networks.
Conventional WDM allows multiple data streams to be carried
using the same ﬁber link, as long as each data stream occupies
different wavelengths [1]. As WDM technology matures, thereorbagy - boulaq el- dakrour,
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07exists a large gap between the capacity of a WDM channel
(e.g., OC-48/OC-192/OC-768) and the bandwidth require-
ments of a typical connection request (e.g., STS-1, STS-3,
STS-12, etc.). Trafﬁc grooming is an important and practical
approach for designing WDM networks which refers to the
technique of efﬁciently multiplexing a set of low-speed connec-
tion requests onto high-capacity optical circuits and intelli-
gently switching them at intermediate nodes. For example,
time-division multiplexing (TDM) divides the bandwidth’s
time domain into repeated time-slots of ﬁxed bandwidth.
Therefore, with TDM, multiple signals can share a given wave-
length if they are non-overlapping in time [2–6]. The resulting
multi-wavelength optical time division multiplexed network is
referred to as WDM–TDM network. In our work we consider
all-optical wavelength-routed WDM–TDM networks with ﬁ-
ber delay lines as time slot interchangers OTSIs [7].
Due to the evolution of services and applications over opti-
cal networks, trafﬁc is becoming more dynamic. In a dynamic
environment, a sequence of sub-wavelength requests arrivesier B.V. All rights reserved.
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requests need to be set up dynamically by determining a route
across the network connecting the source to the destination
and assigning it to a suitable time-slots on a suitable wave-
length along the path. We exploit the knowledge of connection
holding time to devise an efﬁcient algorithm for dynamic traf-
ﬁc grooming of sub-wavelength requests in optical WDM
mesh networks. A proper utilization of connection durations
allows us to minimize resource occupation and hence to
achieve lower blocking probability for incoming request.
2. Related work
This section provides a brief overview of trafﬁc grooming in
optical WDM mesh networks: The problem of trafﬁc groom-
ing in optical networks is to determine how to efﬁciently route
trafﬁc demands and at the same time to combine lower-rate
(sub-wavelength) connections onto a single wavelength [8–
13]. In a dynamic environment, the connection requests arrive
one at a time with different starting time and holding period.
In [14–16] dynamic trafﬁc grooming algorithms that jointly
employs knowledge of holding-times and the network band-
width availability are developed in order to balance the trafﬁc
loading and avoid creation of bottlenecks. Consequently, this
has improved bandwidth blocking probability for WDM net-
works. On the other hand, the authors in [17,18] incorporated
holding time in energy-aware trafﬁc grooming and solved both
the static and dynamic trafﬁc grooming problems in a wave-
length routing network, the objective has been to minimize
the total energy consumption of the core network based on
holding time awareness. For the static trafﬁc problem, they
proposed an Integer Linear Programming (ILP). On the other
hand, for the dynamic trafﬁc problem, they used the shortest
path(s) in an auxiliary graph with speciﬁc weights. Their algo-
rithms are compared to the routing algorithms in [19] based on
‘‘minimum lightpaths’’ that tries to minimize the number of
newly established lightpaths and ‘‘minimum hops’’ that tries
to minimize the number of lightpath hops. Simulation results
have indicated that the algorithm discussed in [17] performs
best under low trafﬁc, but performs worst under high trafﬁc.
3. Our contributions
In this paper, we develop on the work presented in [15]. Here
we consider the case in which holding time awareness is used to
control the time slot assignments rather than the wavelengths.
In this respect, an estimate of the close-future congestion prob-
ability of network wavelengths is developed based on knowl-
edge of the connection’s durations. The estimation is, then,
used to apply a holding-time-aware Time-slot/Wavelength
assignment for on-line routing algorithm in a WDM–TDM
mesh network. As can be seen, we have effectively combined
path selection, wavelength selection as well as time-slot assign-
ments rather than performing each of them separately [13].
This approach, which we call Online Trafﬁc Grooming Based
on Time-slot/Wavelength Congestion (TGTSWC) is expected
to outperforms the existing dynamic routing (DR) approaches
discussed and analyzed in [3,4]. In particular, our approach is
seen to achieve a signiﬁcantly better blocking probability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The node
architecture and network modeling are introduced in Section 4.In Section 5, an overview of the dynamic routing model is pre-
sented. In Section 6, the holding time for trafﬁc grooming
problem is formulated. Section 7, presents a statistical model
to the Time-slot/Wavelength Congestion probability. This
model is, then, used to devise a computationally tractable, efﬁ-
cient algorithm called TGTSWC for the DR problem. The
ﬁndings in this paper are evaluates by simulations in Section 8.
Section 9 draws some conclusions.
4. Notations
4.1. Node architecture
A WDM–TDM switched mesh network consists of switching
nodes with ﬁber communication links interconnecting the
nodes. Each ﬁber link carries a certain number of wavelengths
and each wavelength is divided into a number of time slots.
The node architecture for sub-wavelength trafﬁc grooming in
such a WDM–TDM mesh network is shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁg-
ure represents a node supporting M links (e1, e2, . . ., eM), and
W wavelengths per link (w1, w2, . . ., wW) and each wavelength
is divided into TS time-slots (t1, t2, ..., tTS). The data carried on
an incoming time slot can be delayed using Optical Time Slot
Interchangers (OTSIs). Therefore, time slots occupied by data
on an incoming wavelength at an input port can be mapped on
to different time slots on the same outgoing wavelength at any
output port. That is, wavelength conversion is not incorpo-
rated in this architecture.
4.2. Network model
The physical topology of a WDM–TDM mesh network can be
represented by an undirected graph G= (V, E) consisting of
|V| = n nodes and |E| = m links interconnecting the nodes.
Each link in the physical topology is bidirectional and is mod-
eled as a pair of unidirectional links. W= {w1, w2, . . ., wW} is
the set of available wavelengths in the network. Each wave-
length is divided into number of repeated time-slots (TS) of
ﬁxed bandwidth. We denote the set of existing sub-wavelength
connections on any wavelength w0 2W in the network at any
time by Lw0 ¼ fðsi;w0 ; di;w0 ; li;w0 ; ti;w0a ; ti;w
0
h Þg where the quintuple
ðsi;w0 ; di;w0 ; li;w0 ; ti;w0a ; ti;w
0
h Þ speciﬁes, respectively, the source node,
the destination node, the route, the arrival time and the hold-
ing time for the ith connection on a wavelength w0. We associ-
ate a wavelength utilization level descriptor mw0 to each
wavelength w0 2W in each link (u, v) 2 E in the network.
Therefore, the occupation of time-slots on a wavelength can
be represented as an integer set fmw0 j8w0 2 W; 0  mw0  TSg.
Using mw0 ; the on-line trafﬁc grooming objective is to ﬁnd min-
imum cost and bandwidth path(s) Pw
0
i on wavelength(s) w
0 2W
between a source node si;w
0
to its destination di;w
0
at a given ar-
rival time ti;w
0
a for a duration t
i;w0
h . The overall aim is to maxi-
mize the network throughput such that the established
requests must not be interrupted.
5. Dynamic routing model
In this section, an overview on dynamic routing approaches in
optical networks is presented. In these approaches, bandwidth
requirements for connection requests are expressed in terms of
the number of time-slots. In this respect, we assume that a
Figure 1 Node architecture for sub-wavelength demand trafﬁc grooming with all-optical switches and OTSIs.
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width equivalent to one OC-3 channel. Therefore, the total
available bandwidth per-wavelength X is equivalent to an
OC-48 channel, hence, X= 16 OC-3s.
In general terms, only links with sufﬁcient bandwidth
capacities to accommodate the requests are considered and
the Dijkstra’s algorithm is adopted in order to ﬁnd the least-
cost Cl, path between each source – destination nodes:
Cw
0
u;v ¼
1 mw0 ¼ X
1 Otherwise

ð1Þ
Such that
Cl ¼
X
ðu;vÞ2l
Cw
0
u;v is minimized ð2Þ
where mw0 is the number of OC-3 channels being used on a
wavelength w0 2W on link (u, v) 2 E, Cw0u:v refers to Cost of
using this wavelength on the link and Cl is the total cost of
the route between the source and the destination nodes. When
two or more paths are having equal costs, the one with mini-
mum hop count is selected. If two paths have the same hop
count, then the tie is broken by using the ﬁrst-ﬁt wavelength
assignment policy [3,4]. For purpose of completion, the follow-
ing cost function model [20] is outlined.
Let lu,v represents the total available bandwidth on a given
link (u, v). Therefore, we have
lu;v ¼ W X 8ðu; vÞ 2 E ð3Þ
where W is the total number of wavelengths carried by each
link (u, v). For convenience, the requested bandwidth Bi, is
normalized to the total available bandwidth on a link (u, v).
Therefore,
bBiðu; vÞ ¼ Bilu;v ; ð4Þ
and the load on a link (u, v) 2 E after considering a request k is
deﬁned as,lKu;v ¼
XK
j ¼ 1
ðu; vÞ 2 Pj
bBjðu; vÞ ð5Þ
Now, let Rw0 ðu; vÞ be the residual capacity on wavelength w0
on link (u, v) after considering the ﬁrst K requests is given by,
Rw0 ¼ 1 vw
0
X
ð6Þ
By checking RC(u, v, w0) the residual capacity of w0 on link
(u, v) in terms of the number of OC-3 channel, the Cost Cw
0
u;v of
using the number of time-slots (OC-3 channels) requested for a
connection i on a wavelength w0 is represented by:
Cw
0
u;v ¼
al
k
u;vðabBiðu;vÞ  1Þ RCðu; v;w0Þ ¼ X
a
lku;v ðabBi ðu;vÞ1Þ
b
R
W0 ðu;vÞ
Bi  RCðu; v;w0Þ < X
1 Otherwise
8>><>>: ð7Þ
where a and b are constant >1. Later in this paper, we shall
present our Time-slot/Wavelength cost assignment that evalu-
ates Future Wavelength Utilization FWUw
0
probability based
on the results of Markov modeling of time-slots occupation
on wavelength w0, as described in Eq. (15).
6. Holding-time aware dynamic trafﬁc grooming
Most of trafﬁc grooming strategies is developed to reduce the
blocking probability of arriving connections without knowl-
edge of connection’s-holding-time in advance. However, it
can be seen that, wavelength congestion level changes during
the holding time of incoming connections whenever some of
existing connections depart or new connections arrive. This
means that, we can exploit the information about the connec-
tion departure events, which is retrievable from the knowledge
of the connection’s holding time. Hence, we could modify the
Time-slot/Wavelength cost assignment to capture the future
degree of utilization of a given wavelength in terms of
58 T.a.A. Mohamed, G.A.F.M. Khalafrequested number of time slots as well as the estimated occupa-
tion time. More speciﬁcally, we can determine the residual life-
time hi;w0 of an existing connection i on a wavelength w
0 by the
largest ending time of a connection as follows,
hi;w0 :¼ t
i;w0
a þ ti;w
0
h  Ta if ðti;w
0
a þ ti;w
0
h  Ta þ ThÞ
Th Otherwise
(
ð8Þ
where hti;w0a ; ti;w
0
h i and ÆTa, Thæ are the pairs Æarrival time, hold-
ing timeæ of the existing connections on wavelength w0 and of
the incoming connections, respectively. We introduce the sym-
bols mw0 ðDsk;w0 Þ and Cw0u;vðDsk;w0 Þ, which express the values of
wavelength utilization mw0 and wavelength cost in a link
(u, v) 2 E (respectively), in the time interval Dsk;w0 which is ob-
tained according to values of ending life time of existing con-
nections as given by Eq. (8) above.
The values of hi;w0 ’s are then ordered as hi;w0  hiþ1;w0 ; i ¼
1; 2; . . . ; jLj. As a consequence, sw0 ¼ fs0;w0 ; s1;w0 ; . . . ; sjLj;w0 g ¼
f0; h1;w0 ; h2:w0 ; . . . ; hjLj;w0 g indicate the departure events in the
interval Th of incoming connection request on a wavelength
w0 and Dsk:w0 ¼ sk;w0  sk1;w0 express the time interval between
two departures on a wavelength w0. Wavelength utilization
mw0 ðDsk;w0 Þ and associated cost Cw0u;vðDsk;w0 Þ will be updated
according to the kth connection departure. In other words,
we have divided the interval Th of incoming connection request
into a series of time intervals Dsw0 which express the distance
between two departures for each wavelength w0 2W.
7. Occupation time estimation
In this section, we adopt the time-dependent model [15] in or-
der to estimate the future occupation of the requested number
of time-slots on a given wavelength w0 when the duration of
existing connections are given. To obtain this estimation, the
time-slots occupation process can be modeled as a Markov
chain describing the relationship between arrival and depar-
ture times of calls as described in Fig. 2.
Let X= {X(t):tP 0} be the homogeneous continuous-time
Markov chain describing the time-slot occupation process on a
given wavelength w0, with transition matrix Qw
0
. Let qw
0
ij be the
(i, j)th element of Qw
0
, and qw
0
i ¼
P
i–jq
w0
ij , be the rate of state i.
Now, let Z= {Zn:n= 0, 1, ...} be discrete time version of
the Markov chain with the same state space but with transition
probability matrix Pw
0
u;v ¼ IþQw
0
=Kw0 for each wavelength
w0 2W on each link (u, v) 2 E, where Kw0 ¼ maxi qw0i
 
.
Pw
0
u;v ¼
1 ku;vKw0
ku;v
Kw0
0 . . . 0
l
Kw0
1 lþku;vKw0
ku;v
Kw0
. . . 0
: . . . . . . . . . : ::
: . . . . . . . . . :
0 . . . 0 ðTSÞlKw0 1
ðTSÞl
Kw0
266666664
377777775Figure 2 State transition diagram of connections’ arrivals/
departures on a Single wavelength where TS is the number of
time-slots per wavelength.Assume N= {N(t):tP 0} is a Poisson process with rate K
independent of Z. Then, if the time between transitions for
the chain Z is exponentially distributed with rate Kw0 , then
the residence time spent in a visit to state i is exponential with
mean 1=qw
0
i . Since the total residence time in i is identical in
both of the continuous and discrete processes as well as the
probability of moving from i to j We may consider that X
and Z to be equivalent processes.
Now, let Pw
0 ðtÞ be a vector such that the jth element equals
to the probability that X is in state (time-slot) j at time t, given
an initial distribution of the states. After n transitions, Z will
be in state j with probability vw
0
j ðnÞ; where vw
0
j ðnÞ is the jth entry
of the vector vw
0 ðnÞ ¼ vw0 ð0ÞPnw0 and vw
0 ð0Þ is the initial state
probability vector. Independent of the number of transitions
in the interval (0, t), we obtain
Pw
0 ðtÞ ¼
X1
n¼0
eKw0 t
ðKw0 tÞn
n!
Vw
0 ðnÞ ð9Þ
where Pnw0 is the TS’s transition probability matrix on wave-
length w0. If we truncate Eq. (9) for a given values of N-TS,
the error e(N) of any entry of the vector Pw
0 ðtÞ is given by:
eðNÞ  1
XN
n¼0
eKw0 t
ðKw0 tÞ
n!
ð10Þ
As can be seen, for a relatively large N, the truncation error
can be neglected [21].
7.1. Time slot mean transient probability
In general, the mean transient probability in a given state can
be obtained if we consider the time interval Dsw0 . Hence, the
mean values of each element in the vector Pw
0 ðtÞ is given by,
Pw
0
j ðDsw0 Þ ¼
R
Dsw0
P1
n¼0e
Kw0 t ðKw0 tÞ
n
n!
vw
0 ðnÞdt
Dsw0
¼
P1
n¼0
vw
0 ðnÞ
n!
R
Dsw0
eKw0 tðKw0 tÞndt
Ds
¼
P1
n¼0
vw0 ðnÞ
n!
ð1 eKw0 tPni¼0 ðKw0Dsw0 ÞniðniÞ! Þ
Dsw0
ð11Þ
Eq. (11) can easily be computed recursively. Details are
skipped for the sake of brevity.
7.2. Wavelength transient-state expected value
Since
P
jP
w0
j ðtÞ ¼ 1 at each time instant t, and that the
Pw
0
j ðDsw0 Þ deﬁnes the mean transient probability of the jth time
slot during the time interval Dsw0 , we can express the expected
value of Dsw0 in a wavelength w0 by:
Ew
0
m ðDsw0 Þ ¼
PTS
j¼0P
w0
j ðDsw0 Þ  j
TS
ð12Þ7.3. Transient probability during a connection’s holding-time
Now we can deﬁne the expected-mean occupation of a time
slots in a given wavelength w0, over a time interval Th starting
from the arrival time Ta of an incoming connection. For sake
of illustrations, we focus on the example in Fig. 3 where we
draw the time persistence of two existing connections r1 and
Online trafﬁc grooming using timing information in WDM–TDM networks 59r2 each of which reserves one time-slot on a wavelength
w0(TS = 4), while connection r3 is requesting one time-slot.
Let us suppose that ku;v is the mean value of the connection ar-
rival rate to link (u, v) and l its mean holding time. If r3 arrives
to the network with holding time Th = 20, r1 has to linger on
wavelength w0 other 10 time units.
Therefore, its lifetime on that wavelength will be set
h1:w0 ¼ 10. As for r2, even if r2 has to be operated other 30 time
units, in our analysis its lifetime on the same wavelength w0 is
bounded to h2;w0 ¼ 20 according to Eq. (8). Thus, the holding
time Th is split into two time intervals Ds1;w0 and Ds2;w0 (in
the present example). Let us set s0;w0 ¼ Ta, for each time inter-
val Dsk;w0 we compute: an auxiliary transition probability ma-
trix bPw0 ;ku;v with initial state probability vector vw0k ð0Þ, the ﬁnal
state probability vector Pw
0 ðDsk;w0 Þ and the expected value
Ew
0
v ðDsk;w0 Þ. From which the auxiliary probability matrix bPw0 ;ku;v
of the kth time interval is deﬁned as bPw0 ;ku;v ¼ bIk þ bQw0k =bKk,
where bIk and bQw0k are given by the Hadamard product of the
following matrices:bQw0k ¼ Qw0 Hk bIk ¼ I Hk ð13Þ
where Hk functions as a ﬁlter function: Hk is composed by 0s
or 1s: the (i, j)th element will be set to 1 if and only if i and j are
strictly greater than the minimum number of time-slot in a cer-
tain wavelength, certainly occupied in the time interval Dsk;w0 ,
otherwise it will be set to 0. Let q^w
0
ij be the (i, j)th element ofbQw0k , and q^k;w0i ¼Pi–jq^k;w0ij ; designates the exponential rate out
of state i. Moreover, bKk;w0 ¼ maxifq^k;w0i g. The auxiliary proba-
bility matrix bPw0 ;ku;v is utilized in place of Pw0u;v to obtain the trun-
cated Markov chain corresponding to the minimum number of
time slots reserved by the existing connections that are cer-
tainly supported by the wavelength during the time interval
Dsk;w0 as follows:
 Ds1;w0 (from time 0 to 10): the minimum number of occupied
time-slot in a wavelength w0, is 3 (we assume that the incom-
ing connection r3 is routed on the same wavelength w
0 on
the same link (u, v). Therefore
bPw0 ;1u;v ðDs1:w0 Þ ¼
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 ku;vbK1 ku;vbK1
0 0 0 4lbK1 1 4lbK1
2666666664
3777777775Figure 3 Example of transient analysis on a generic wavelength
w0.where bK1;w0 ¼ maxfku;v; 4lg.
 Ds2:w0 (from time 10 to 20): the minimum number of occu-
pied time-slots is 2, since r1 departs from wavelength w
0
and leaves the network at time 10. Therefore,
bPw0 ;2u;v ðDs2;w0 Þ ¼
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 ku;vbK2 ku;vbK2 0
0 0 3lbK2 1 3lþku;vbK2 ku;vbK2
0 0 0 4lbK2 1 4lbK2
26666666664
37777777775
where bK2;w0 ¼ maxf3lþ ku;v; 4lg. In Table 1 below, we report
the transient state probabilities of the initial and ﬁnal vectors
during the time intervals Ds1;w0 and Ds2;w0 .
Note that, since connection r1 departs (deterministically)
from the wavelength w0 and leaves the network at time
s1;w0 ¼ 10; the initial vectorV2;w0 of the interval Ds2;w0 is obtained
by a cyclic-left-unitary shift of the previous ﬁnal state vector
Pw
0 ð10Þ. Then, by Eqs. (9) and (12), we can compute the ﬁnal
state probability Pw
0 ðsk;w0 Þ and the expected value Ew0m ðDskÞ
for the wavelength w0 for each time interval Dsk;w0 . Finally, we
can deﬁne the close Future Wavelength Utilization FWUw
0
of
wavelength w0 as the average of the expected value Ew
0
m ðDsk;w0 Þ
within the holding time of the incoming connection Th:
FWUw
0 ¼
PjLj
K¼1E
w0
m ðDsk;w0 Þ  Dsk;w0
Th
ð14Þ7.4. TGTSWC approach
In order to minimize the blocking probability while consider-
ing both the close-future occupation of time slots on each
wavelength on link (u, v) 2 E and the current occupation of
that link. The routing algorithm is executed iteratively on
per wavelength w0 2W basis. The aim is to determine the best
possible time slot and wavelength assignments over the best
available route for a given request. The way this is achieved
is based on the time-dependent model which estimates the fu-
ture occupation FWUw
0
of the requested time slots (TS) on
each wavelength w0 given the duration of connection.
In the following, the cost of using a number of time slots
(TS) on a wavelength w0 on a given link (u, v) for a connection
request Th is given by:
Since the load on each link is described by Eq. (5)
lKu;v ¼
XK
j ¼ 1
ðu; vÞ 2 Pj
bBjðu; vÞ;
when a new connection request i arrives, we check RC(u, v, w0)
the residual capacity of w0 on link (u, v) in terms of the numberTable 1 Initial and ﬁnal vectors during Ds1;w0 and Ds2;w0 .
0 1 2 3 4
Vw
0
1 ð0Þ 0 0 0 1 0
Pw
0 ðs1;w0 Þ 0 0 0 Pw03 ð10Þ Pw
0
4 ð10Þ
Vw
0
2 ð0Þ 0 0 Pw
0
3 ð10Þ Pw
0
4 ð10Þ 0
Pw
0 ðs2;w0 Þ 0 0 Pw02 ð20Þ Pw
0
3 ð20Þ Pw
0
4 ð20Þ
60 T.a.A. Mohamed, G.A.F.M. Khalafof OC-3 channels and then assign the cost of using the re-
quested number of time slots (TS) on each wavelength w0 2W
on each link (u, v) 2 E as follows:
Cw
0
u;vðThÞ ¼
1 RCðu; v;w0Þ < Bi
aFWUw
0 þ bðlku;v þ 1Þ Otherwise
(
ð15Þ
Such that
Cl ¼
X
ðu;vÞ2l
Cw
0
u;vðThÞ is minimized ð16Þ
where aP 0 and bP 0 are the weights associated with future
time slot (TS) occupation on wavelength w0 on link (u, v) 2 E
and the current load on that link respectively. As can be seen,
this new cost function considers the future time slot (TS) usage
FWUw
0
of each wavelength w0 2W along the entire connec-
tion’s-holding time. The new Time-slot/Wavelength-cost
assignment in Eq. (15) will be referred to as statistical Online
Trafﬁc Grooming Based On Time-slot/Wavelength Conges-
tion, i.e. (TGTSWC). Dijkstra’s algorithm is then used to
determine the shortest path between each source and destina-
tion nodes with minimum route cost Cl (Eq. (16)). If two or
more paths can accommodate the request, then the path with
the minimum hop count is chosen. If two paths have the same
hop count, then the tie is broken by using the ﬁrst-ﬁt wave-
length assignment policy.
Now, let us deﬁne a distance as the minimum number of
hops needed by any routing algorithm to route a connection
request between the source node and the destination node.
In other words, the number of hops in the shortest path be-
tween the two endpoints in G= (V, E) without considering
the availability of wavelengths on links.
As the number of the hops on a route increases, chances of
ﬁnding an available time-slots on wavelength on all the inter-
mediate links decreases. Due to this, we introduce the follow-
ing connection admission policy to minimize the utilization of
additional Time-slot/Wavelength resources. Let Di be the dis-
tance (computed a priori) between the nodes si and di, and e
be the additional number of hops TGTSWC needed to estab-
lish the connection request between the nodes si and di. This
implies that, even if sufﬁcient time-slots to accommodate the
requested bandwidth are available on wavelength w0 2W to
route request i, the request is blocked if the total number of
hops in the resulting path is greater than (Di + e). Note that
e is independent of the two endpoints of the connection request
and the associated bandwidth requirement.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we
conducted experiments on the representative sized mesh net-Figure 4 Experimental telecommunications network topology.work shown in Fig. 4, which consists of 24 nodes and 43-ﬁber
links. Each ﬁber link carries 16 wavelengths and each wave-
length is divided into 16 time-slots. The bandwidth available
on each time-slot is 1 OC-3. All the nodes in the network have
the architecture shown in Fig. 1. We further assume that the
wavelength continuity constraint is imposed. The bandwidth
required by connection requests is uniformly distributed be-
tween 1 OC-3 and 16 OC-3s.8. Experimental results
In this section, we compare the performance of (TGTSWC)
with other existing algorithms––WSP (Widest Shortest Path),
ASP (Available Shortest Path) and OTGA (Online Trafﬁc
Grooming Algorithm) [20]. Results have indicated that, being
a holding time aware scheme. Its occupation awareness has im-
proved the performance over that presented in the OTGA sys-
tem. The metrics used to measure the performance of the
algorithms are (i) bandwidth blocking ratio, (ii) network utili-
zation, (iii) average capacity of accepted requests, (iv) fairness
(deﬁned below)
In the following, we explain the ﬁndings of the results
obtained:
(i) Bandwidth blocking ratio: Fig. 5 compares the band-
width blocking ratio for different routing algorithms.
It represents the percentage of the amount of blocked
trafﬁc over the total amount of bandwidth required by
all the connection requests during the entire simulation
period. The percentage of total bandwidth blocked by
TGTSWC is lower than that of the other three heuris-
tics. TGTSWC delivers higher network throughput,
and thus offers better performance.
(ii) Average network utilization: The average network utili-
zation is determined as follows. Consider a connection
request i between nodes si and di with capacity require-
ment Bi. Let the distance between them be Di. Now, if
connection request i is to be established, then irrespec-
tive of the routing algorithm used, the minimum capac-
ity required in the network is Bi · Di. This is called the
effective capacity requirement of the request. Depending
on the routing algorithm employed, the number of hops
taken by it to establish the connection request may be
greater than Di. Denote by ENC, the effective network
capacity utilized at any instant of time. ENC is deﬁned
as the sum of the effective capacity requirement of all
the connection requests that are active at that instant.
The total network capacity is deﬁned as m · |W| · X.
The network utilization is, then, determined as the ratio
of the effective network capacity utilized to the total net-
work capacity as ENCmjW jX. WSP achieves the least net-
work utilization because it routes connection requests
over longer paths. This results in an over usage of wave-
length resources Fig. 6. The connection admission policy
introduced in TGTSWC leads to effective utilization of
bandwidth, thereby achieving the maximum network
utilization.
(iii) Average capacity of accepted requests: Fig. 7 shows the
average capacity of accepted connection requests in
terms of the number of OC-3 channels. With the
increase in the network load, routing algorithms exhibit
Figure 5 Bandwidth blocking ratio versus load.
Online trafﬁc grooming using timing information in WDM–TDM networks 61a bias in favor of connection requests that require smal-
ler capacities. Larger capacity requests experience higher
blocking than requests requiring smaller capacities. An
ideal routing algorithm will have a constant value for
this metric at all values of network loads. Since the
bandwidth requirement is uniformly distributed between
1 OC-3 and 16 OC-3s, an ideal routing algorithm in our
simulation environment will establish an equal number
of connection requests requiring 1 OC-3, 2 OC-3s, 3
OC-3s. . .16 OC-3s of bandwidth. That is, the averageFigure 6 Average network utilizatiocapacity of connection requests accepted by an ideal
routing algorithm is 85 OC-3s. Hence, our routing algo-
rithm demonstrates a better fairness over others espe-
cially if it has a higher value of this metric. The closer
the value to 85 OC-3s, the better is its performance.
Fig. 8 compares the average capacity of accepted con-
nection requests. It can be seen that TGTSWC realizes
higher capacity requests than the other three routing
algorithms. This shows that TGTSWC provides
improved fairness.n by different routing algorithms.
Figure 7 Average capacity of accepted connection requests.
62 T.a.A. Mohamed, G.A.F.M. Khalaf(iv) In Fig. 8, we plot the fairness ratio of the routing algo-
rithms when the network load is ﬁxed at 400 request/s
given l= 1 (normalized Erlang at l= 1). We compute
the fairness ratio as follows. At the end of the simula-
tion, we calculate the number of established connection
requests that required 1 OC-3, 2 OC-3s, 3 OC-3s, and 4
OC-3s. . .16 OC-3s of bandwidth. Let A= {a1, a2,
. . ., a16}, where aj 2 A denotes the number of established
connection requests that required j OC-3s of bandwidth.
The fairness ratio is then expressed as
aj
a16
for all aj 2 A.
An ideal routing algorithm will have a constant valueFigure 8 Fairness ratio of different rof 1 for this metric as it will establish an equal number
of connection requests of varying capacity requirements.
It can be observed that TGTSWC outperforms all the
other algorithms.9. Summary and conclusion
In this paper, on-line trafﬁc grooming in a WDM–TDM opti-
cal mesh network without wavelength conversion capability is
investigated. A novel, intelligent approach to dynamic routingouting algorithms at 400 request/s.
Online trafﬁc grooming using timing information in WDM–TDM networks 63based on knowledge of the connection’s-holding time is formu-
lated and its performance is validated. Results are compared
with that presented in [20]. The following observations con-
clude the validation results:
1. A better blocking probability of about 5% is achieved
over OTGA while utilizing the same system architecture
(no extra hardware is needed).
2. Higher network utilization.
3. Fairness results indicated that our holding time aware
system is seen to be quite close to the ideal case
As a result, we claim that the proposed algorithm outper-
forms the existing algorithms––ASP, WSP as well as the
OTGA.
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